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perceived differently by users due to the degree of partial
rendering on the page.
All other things being equal, more usage, as measured
by number of searches, reflects more satisfied users. Table 1 gives the average daily searches per user over the
experiment duration for the experiment group relative to
the control group.

Google runs experiments on search traffic to understand
and improve the search experience. A series of such experiments injected different types of server-side delay into
the search results page load in order to understand the
impact of latency on user behavior. In a given experiment,
one group of users experienced the delay, while a second
group served as the control. Across the experiments, the
type of delay, the magnitude of the delay, and experiment
duration (number of weeks users subject to delay) varied.
Speed as perceived by the end user is driven by multiple factors. These experiments model only one of them:
additional server processing time. Figure 1 illustrates the
three types of delay tested; the type of delay distinguishes
when the delay occurs in the sequence of steps that constitute a page load.

Table 1: Experiment Impact on Daily Searches Per User
Type of Delay
Magnitude
Duration
Impact
Pre-header
50 ms
4 weeks
—
Pre-header
100 ms
4 weeks
−0.20%
Post-header
200 ms
6 weeks
−0.29%
Post-header
400 ms
6 weeks
−0.59%
Post-ads
200 ms
4 weeks
−0.30%
Average impact over 4 or 6 weeks hides any trend over
time. By focusing on the subset of users who were part of
the experiment (or control group) from the beginning (as
identified by a browser cookie), one can determine if there
is such a trend. Figure 2 illustrates the trend for the two 6
week experiments.

Figure 1: Injecting Server-Side Delay

Figure 2: Impact of Post-header Delays Over Time
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In Figure 1, time flows from left to right and diagonal lines represent network communication between the
client and server. A user perceives load time as the duration from start of navigation until page complete. The
page load may include optional activities (in blue), but
every search includes an HTTP request for the page
HTML, spanning the duration between GET and Last
Byte. Server processing commences upon receipt of the
HTTP GET. Google search leverages HTTP chunking,
which means the page header can be transmitted (and
perhaps rendered) even before the results are ready.
The different types of delay tested are:
pre-header pausing all server processing for X ms
immediately upon receipt of the HTTP GET
post-header pausing for X ms after transmitting the
page header but before any further server
processing is done
post-ads pausing X ms mid-stream sending the results,
after the sponsored links
Both the post-header and post-ads delay may be masked
by network conditions. That is, a slow or unreliable connection may mitigate any delay in server processing from
the user’s perspective. All three types of delay may be
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Abstract – Experiments demonstrate that increasing
web search latency 100 to 400 ms reduces the daily
number of searches per user by 0.2% to 0.6%. Furthermore, users do fewer searches the longer they are
exposed. For longer delays, the loss of searches persists for a time even after latency returns to previous
levels.
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The change over time can be quantified by dividing the
6 week duration in half. The impact on daily searches
per user during the second half is −0.36% and −0.74%
for the 200 ms and 400 ms delay respectively, compared
to −0.22% and −0.44% for the first half. Users do fewer
searches the longer they are exposed to delay.
Furthermore, observing these users for the 400 ms delay after we stop subjecting them to the delay, the rate of
daily searches per user for the experiment is still −0.21%
relative to the control (averaged over the 5 weeks after removal of the delay). For longer delays, the loss of
searches persists for a time even after latency returns to
previous levels.

